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1. About Jacobs Transport
Jacobs Transport was founded in 1999 by two determined brothers, Gys and Jan Jacobs.
They both saw the need in the market for a reliable specialized transport service. And so, Jacobs
Transport was born. Starting with one second-hand crane truck, they ascribe their success and growth
of this Christian based Company to Dedication, Honesty, Reliability and Affordability.
Due to the excellent service provided by Jacobs
Transport throughout the years, we have built longstanding relationships with our customers. In time and
based on our client’s requirements, additional services
and capabilities have been added. The fleet expanded
drastically with a wide variety of vehicles and
equipment now available. Jacobs Transport offers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

18 years’ expertise in a very specialised field
Machine moving & Rigging
Red Seal Riggers
Specialized Rigging Equipment
One-stop shop for Abnormal Loads
Permits and escorts as well as route approvals
Border Clearance to all neighbouring countries and
into Africa
Hazardous Chemicals transport certified
Explosives transport certified
An ISO 9001: 2015 Compliant Company
GIT cover included of R 1500 000.Contractors All Risk (Rigging) to a max of R 1.5
million.
A core fleet that includes:
o Sidelifters
o Lowbeds (Abnormal)
o Rollbacks
o Extendable Trailers

o Links & Flat Decks
o Crane Trucks of various sizes and reaches
o Hidrokon - 165ton truck mounted crane
& lots more

Simply put, Jacobs Transport’s strives to be a reliable and ethical company providing our clients with the
most efficient service possible. Our biggest assets are our professional and dedicated staff and state of the
art equipment.
We value our clients, suppliers and service providers and will honor our commitments in line with this
mission statement.

2. Company History
Below highlights of our Company history give an indication of the growth and continuous development of
our expertise in this specialized field:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2015
2015
2016
2016
2016
2016
2017
2017
2018
2019

• 1999 Company opened and originally based in Vereeniging
•
1999 Started with cross haul project for a major Durban
based company
•
2001 Fleet size increased to 4 trucks and moved Company
premises to a larger site
•
2005 Involved in the HIVAIDS mobile clinics project
•
2006 Assisted “Bright Kid
Foundation” with the establishment of
schools in the rural areas
▪ 2008
Successfully involved
with Big Game Transport
• 2008 Formally introduced Rigging as
a Company expertise
•
2010 Involved in the setup
and relocation of all containers in the
South African World Cup
▪ 2011
Moved
Company
premises to City Deep, Johannesburg
▪ 2011
Successfully involved with the Rock band U2’s stage
movement and rigging
•
2011 Involved with the yearly Secunda Maintenance
shutdown
• 2012 Successfully involved with the EFC Cage Fighting
project, this is a continuous project
• 2013 Involved first time with the “Nedbank Million Dollar
Challenge” this is yearly project
▪ 2013 Assistance in preparations of the state funeral that
was held on 15 December 2013 in Qunu in the Eastern Cape
province for Mr Nelson Mandela, we
assisted in moving the broadcasting units
Heineken promo branded truck
Erecting large Billboards along N3 highway from Gilooly’s to Buccleuch
Emthonjeni Children’s Foundation relocating to new premises
New fuel tank installations at BMW S.A Roslyn
Transport of special steel for roof structure Mall of Africa
Moved Company premises to Alrode, Johannesburg
Erecting large billboard next to N3 @ Mall of Africa
Moving of Mirage F1 from Hoedspruit to Kempton park for Euro space
Tooth – Colgate Promotion – Moved from Sterkfontein to Menlyn mall
Jack & Slide – Botswana 4 x 150t transformer onsite
Orapa for Arrowbulk

•
•

2019
2020

Fleet expanded to over 50 trucks
Big Helicopter move

3. Company
Philosophy

Management

&

“To be the Leader in diverse Transport and
Logistics Services in Southern Africa”
We strive to achieve this by making it as easy as
possible to do business with us. The owners and
founders of our Company lead by example, always
heavily involved, and committed to best business practices.
With this in mind, the quality management system ISO9001: 2015 has been introduced and implemented
during 2016. By following this internationally accepted standard for quality management to streamline our
business, we feel confident of handling the internal as well as the external environment to the mutually
beneficial advantage of our clients and the Company.
Following advantages and main focuses in our business:
•
•
•
•
•

We have implemented appropriated management systems
The procedures are controlled and documented
Our staff is knowledgeable and competent that are guided by the appropriate systems as defined by
documented procedures
We have a business that is structurally well maintained
Have defined basis for “continually improving”

All of this amounts to our service offering meeting the client’s required needs with the least amount of
hassles.
Quality is inherent as a natural consequence of our process management!

4. Jacobs Transport Clients
Jacobs manages a variety of operations for various clients of different product types and industries sectors.
For each industry, Jacobs provides the services required by the client in terms of the management of the
operational processes involved in the transport. Any non- conformance identified is investigated and
corrected with urgency to resolve the problem and prevent a reoccurrence.
We deliver services across the following industry sectors:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Container and Container Conversions
Fuel Tanks and Placing
Park Homes
Generators
Abnormal cargo
LPG Tanks
Explosives
Hazardous Chemicals

o
o
o
o

Mining and Construction
Industrial Electrical
Telecommunications
Engineering

5. Machine Moving & Rigging
We have expanded our capabilities in this very specialised field and
are now able to offer:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rigging, Loading, and Offloading, positioning of any
machinery up to 75 tonnes with inhouse equipment.
Abnormal Transport and the associated requirements like
permits and escorts.
Factory Moves that require a variety of solutions as well as
project planning and execution.
Erection of Steel structures, Towers, Tanks, Vessels, Silos etc
De-stuffing, stuffing, lashing, and strapping of containers
Palletizing and crating of equipment including to export
standards.

Our Rigging Team includes experienced Assessors that are
able to safely and cost effectively manage your rigging
requirements. Part of the service includes site inspections.
Also, risk assessments for deliveries to mine or rigging
studies as required by HSE. Included in our rates, for further
peace of mind, contractors All Risk (Rigging) to a max of R
1.5 million.
We
offer access to a wide range of
strenuously vetted and approved subcontractors making it possible to offer
turn-key solutions. Inhouse specialised
and certified equipment, compliant and
trained riggers with safety files on all
trucks. On site Safety Officer or Site
Supervision can be arranged with
qualified In-House staff.
Following examples of industry sectors, we have
been of service to:

o
o
o
o

Dairy
Plastic Moulding
Transformers
Generators

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Compressors
Engineering
Beverage
Sub Stations
Solar Plants
High Pressure Gas
Fuel Storage
Automotive
Manufacturing
Printing

6. Transformer and very Heavy Machinery
rigging - Jack and Slide System
Are you planning a plant expansion that will include the
installation of heavy machinery? Need to move very heavy
machinery under a low ceiling or even very dangerous
powerlines?
There are lots of reasons you might need to move
large equipment into a building or within it. Due to
space restrictions or limited access, using cranes
isn’t always feasible.
Safe moves where cranes are not practical
sometimes call for jack and slide hydraulic skidding
systems. These systems are designed to load,
offload and trans-load valuable and sensitive
equipment to engineered specifications.
Jacking systems, as you probably know, are used
to raise heavy objects — think bridges and
construction modules. When coupled with
“skidding” systems, the “jack and slide” process
lifts heavy loads, then moves them horizontally on
a guided track using a controlled friction service. High
friction values virtually eliminate the risk of uncontrolled movement or runaway.

How do jack-and-slide systems simplify things?

For one, manoeuvring heavy transformers
inside power plants is an engineering and
logistical puzzle that used to call for
multiple workers operating different
machines in tandem. A hydraulic skidding
system will provide the same team with the
ability to manoeuvre and transport
transformers, heat exchangers and other
power equipment in tight spaces without
damaging anything.
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Skid “shoes” (pushed by hydraulic cylinders) slide the
heavy loads without the external forces a crane would
require. The track has a “ratchet” design, so the
cylinders are retracted with each movement and
automatically reset in the next position, ready for the
next push. The hydraulic pump used is what
determines the speed.

Safety is also a factor. Because skidding system tracks are “low profile,” the loads are never freely
suspended and don’t require winches or external force. A single operator remotely controls the
skidding movement, so there is no need for workers to be standing near the load while it’s being
transported.

7. Cross Border
Jacobs Transport can assist with transport requirements and border clearance to all neighboring
countries and into Africa as far north as Lubumbashi (DRC). Typical destinations include:
•
•
•
•
•

Botswana
Lesotho
Zimbabwe
Malawi
Namibia

•
•
•
•
•

Namibia (via Botswana)
Swaziland
Zambia
Mozambique
Mozambique (via Zimbabwe)

Distribution into the BLNS states requires compliance with the respective Customs Border
Management procedures and requirements, goods are not permitted to go through the border
unless certain documents accompany them therefore Jacobs ensures that the following is in place:
•

•

•

All goods destined to Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia and Swaziland is accompanied by a tax
invoice which is zero VAT rated, clear goods description and each line entry has values
expressed in South African currency
The invoice indicates the shippers name, address, registration number, VAT number as well as
Exporter code number. Consignee’s name and physical address, VAT registration number /
Deferment account or IVCF certificates for the Lesotho transactions
BLNS clients are fully registered as importers with their respective Revenue Authorities

8. Vehicles & Fleet Specifications
Flexibility is key to the success of Jacobs to cater for all our clients’ requirements.
We constantly rejuvenate our fleet and add, in short, we can supply:
•
•
•
•
•

3 ton to 36-ton range crane trucks
18 ton to 32-ton truck tractors with
flat deck and dropsides
vehicle mounted cranes,
dangerous goods vehicles
abnormal load vehicles

Jacobs offers a comprehensive fleet
enhanced by a pool of carefully selected
and highly skilled drivers and crew
providing customer service of the highest
levels. This comprehensive fleet consists of
the following configurations:

9.
10.
11.
12.

Yard Details

We are based in Alrode, Alberton with easy access to major highways. Our premises are owned and
on a large 16000sqm walled and security fenced premises.
We are a 24/7 operation and CCTV cameras are fitted extensively.
In 2016 huge fuel tanks, have been installed with a capacity of around 160 000l giving us a 40-day
independence.

13.

Jacobs Expertise

Customer Relations & New Business
Customer Service Department
Operations & Planning Department
Tom Tom Telematics (Web fleet)
KPI management
SHE (safety, health & environment) &
Risk
POD & Invoicing Department
Workshops
Keyfleet Management Systems

Dual role ensures a smoother transition during on boarding, assist with
Sales Queries and new business development
Sales Queries, Quote Requests – CSD Agents are dedicated to a base of
clients that ensures a very high level of personalised services.
Deals with on-site requirements, drivers and Site Inspections as well as
vehicle route planning
Vehicle track and trace capability. Live tracking and monitoring. Panic
buttons in vehicles and armed response.
Internal KPI’s are in place to measure performance and initiate action
plans to address deviations.
Dedicated to all SHE related aspects
Deals with POD tracking & tracing, capturing & POD related query
resolution as well as Invoicing as per agreed procedure
Dedicated to vehicle maintenance & breakdown assistance.
Fuel management system as well as key repair and maintenance
scheduler.

14.

Driver Training

Jacobs Driver training aims to develop, facilitate, and improve driver competence in order to meet the Company
and Industry expectations.
Jacobs Transport provides training programs with Jacobs’s own training material on following key areas:
•
•
•

Conveying of Dangerous Goods
Rigging and Lifting Equipment
Operate and safe handling of cranes

Jacobs also ensures that all drivers pass a medical examination on an annual basis.

15.

Transport Key Performance Areas

Dedicated analytical function is provided by our CRMs
•
•
•
•
•
•

Involvement already at project planning stage to ensure correct vehicles and cranes are used
Review and daily analysis of transport KPI’s where corrective action is planned
Corrective action is enforced, and updates are provided throughout
Constant vehicle visibility throughout the distribution process
Actively involved in driving operational and process efficiencies
Results ensure the provision of a customer made solution

16.

Security & Tracking Systems

Live tracking systems are used to improve driver behaviour as well as improve security.
Jacobs has a Tracking Department which tracks and monitors all Jacobs vehicles. The Tracking Department has a full
fleet tracking system where each vehicle in the Jacobs fleet has a tracking unit as well as a backup unit installed.
Each unit is linked to the central tracking system where Tracking Controllers have visibility of the location of each
vehicle. Each driver has contact with the Tracking department and his allocated Route Supervisor via cell phone for
back up purposes.
Throughout every trip, a tracking report can also be pulled from the tracking system where the route of the vehicle
is shown as well as the behavior of the driver in terms of speed, harsh breaking, any stops made and over revving.
These reports can be pulled from the system during as well as after a trip.
This system provides the following detail:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Live tracking of vehicles
Measures traveling speed
Measures vehicles fuel levels
Highlights any vehicle abuse (Over revving, Harsh breaking and Cold Starting)
Customised reports can be pulled on any driver or vehicle variable
Additional benefits of the use of the tracking system are the following:
o Vehicles fuel consumptions are improved
o Vehicles engine life is pro-longed, as abuse is reduced

17.

Proof of Delivery (POD) Control

Jacobs Transport has an established standard operating procedure in place which ensures that there is stringent
POD control throughout the transport function. We can also obtain consignee signatures on our client’s
documentation where requested.
Part of our Invoicing procedure is to ensure PODs and Purchase Orders accompany our invoice.

18.

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP’s)

Jacobs Transport emphasises the highest level of service provision throughout all operations in accordance with
Jacobs policy and the clients’ requirements.
In order to ensure that such levels of service are provided, Jacobs documents all business rules and processes which
are carried out in an operation in the form of formal Standard Operating Procedures complete with a step by step
detailed explanation of how the process must be conducted together with comprehensive process flows. These
SOPs are drawn up based on the processes which are carried out in the operation which is developed in accordance
with the agreed upon business rules and requirements specifications between Jacobs and the client.
Standard Operating Procedure documents formalise best practices and are not only used for the day-to-day
management of the operation but are also used as training material for all employees involved in the operation.
The Standard Operating Procedures provides governance over all processes within the operation to allow for the
provision of a joint platform for management.
These documents are also reviewed and updated to allow for process engineering. This documentation is drawn up
in accordance with ISO 9001 standards which in turn provides for an ISO 9001 environment where the quality of
service is at the highest level and provided throughout the entire operation.

19.

Safety, Health & Environment

Recently requirements for SHE have become stricter, especially mine deliveries or to sites that are inherently
dangerous (like a SASOL etc.). This development means transport to such sites or working on such sites require PPE,
safety files, lifting plans, method statements, drip trays and so on. Trucks must be in mint condition to be admitted.
Drivers must have updated compliancy certificates as well as medicals.
As a reaction Jacobs Transport has focused a lot of attention and dedicated experienced resources to adapt to this
higher bar of entry. Our staff is highly experienced and capable, while our company does not have to meet the
OHSAS 18001 and ISO 14001 requirements our SHE Manager has previously implemented and maintained such
procedures and standards at previous companies.

20.

Skills Development & Social Responsibility

Jacobs Transport is very proud of its social engagement. We are involved in skills development as well as the
occasional charity operation.
Often, we will rather try support our staff and their families. For example, by donating facilities for small business
opportunities like a small kitchenette for one of our driver’s spouse; or accommodation for driver’s living further
away. We do not support or make use of labour brokers.

We are trying to do our bit to assist the poor youth in our country
by participating in Learnership Programs.
Most recently we arranged the delivery of a classroom, free of
charge, to a deserving Grade 2 class.

21. Main
Goals for 2020
We have successfully opened a branch in Gaborone, Botswana and
we will be testing long term viability in the next six months. The
branch seems to have acquired certain base customers that are
billing on a regular basis – this bodes well for a future expansion into
other neighbouring countries.

During our previous financial year, we have shown good revenue
growth in areas recently diversified in. This year we will try to further
leverage off our very extensive customer base with new capabilities
and service offerings. Experienced personnel have been added to the
Team and internal training is a new focus. We have realised our passion lies in the very specialised transport sector,

rigging as well as transport wise. This is the reason for investing in such capital-intensive equipment like the recent
acquisition of a hydraulic jack system.
Where Jacobs Transport simply cannot assist with their own vehicles or equipment, approved subcontractors will
be used, following very strict approval processes, this allows a broadening of reach as well as services without loss
of control. Our goal here is to provide a ‘one-stop’ or ‘turn-key’ service to our clients that rely on our expertise to
manage their projects.
Further vehicles or equipment will also be acquired, and planning streamlined, optimised by looking at destination
points and regular shipments types and planning for return trips.
Jacobs Transport will attempt to further strengthen their position in the current target industry sectors as well as
broadening their customer base in those newly targeted in the last six months.

We look forward to hearing from you soon! Should you have any queries
do not hesitate to contact us.

Switchboard: 010 200 9946
Billy Meysel
General Manager
billym@jacobstransport.co.za / 221
078 754 8676
NBD Executive / Marketing:
Lee-Anne Courvoisier
lee-anne@jacobstransport.co.za / Ext 237
073 086 2662
NBD Executive / Rigging:
Claire Mathew
claire@jacobstransport.co.za / Ext 238
083 842 5448
NBD Executive / Rigging:
Eugene Loggenberg
eugene@jacobstransport.co.za / Ext 239
078 207 3459
NBD Executive / CRM:
Janie Gerber
janie@jacobstransport.co.za
Customer Service Department:
Angelique Delport - angelique@jacobstransport.co.za / Ext 227
Daleen Marais - quotes@jacobstransport.co.za / Ext 209
Lorraine Swarts - lorraine@jacobstransport.co.za / Ext 220
Melani Ogilvie - melani@jacobstransport.co.za / Ext 224
Molly Sithole - logistics@jacobstransport.co.za / Ext 256
Schane Schlebusch - schane@jacobstransport.co.za / Ext 203
For Operations / Transport Queries please contact:
Jacques Lehmkuhl - 063 409 8504 / Ext 213 – Supervisor
Erich van Niekerk - 065 673 8961 / Ext 242
Justin Adendorff - 083 589 8744 / Ext 207
Ruan Alberts - 083 269 1943 / Ext 211
Colin Smith - 065 683 6348 / Ext 241
www.jacobstransport.co.za
15 Garfield Road, Alrode, Alberton
PO Box 123751, Alrode, 1451

